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 Introduction 
The OntoGene group has developed several syntax-based approaches for relation mining in the 
molecular biology domain, especially for the detection of mentions of protein-protein interactions. 
The effectiveness of these approaches has been validated by participation to shared evaluations, 
such as BioCreative II.5 [1] and III [2], or BioNLP event extraction task [3]. For the first CALBC 
challenge [4], the dictionary-based term recognizer originally developed for BioCreative II.5 has been 
adapted to the needs of large scale annotation. This system makes use of an efficient dictionary-
based longest-match lookup procedure for the annotation of token sequences, which includes a 
flexible normalization to deal with surface variants of the terms stored in the dictionaries. The text 
tokens undergo the same normalizations as the original dictionary terms, thus allowing direct 
comparison of the normalized version of a textual candidate term with the normalized version of a 
reference term.  
For the second CALBC challenge, we retained this dictionary-based engine for candidate term 
generation. However, as our results for protein and gene recognition of the first CALBC challenge 
showed, the bias towards high recall and lower precision, which works well for protein-protein 
interaction detection, needs remedy. Therefore, we filtered the candidate terms of our dictionary-
based engine by a statistical hidden Markov Model (HMM). In particular, we trained a “First-Best 
Named Entity Chunking Model” using the LingPipe framework [5] for each of the 4 basic semantic 
types in the training corpora. For this supervised learning step we worked with the training corpora 
of CALBC I and II, as well as with the GENETAG corpus [6]. In order to benefit from the combination 
of a dictionary-based longest-match recognizer and a statistical chunker, we filtered the candidate 
terms for the final submission by the following rule: discard all candidate terms where the HMM 
chunker does not predict the begin of a named entity. We did not require exact correspondence of 
the end of terms deliberately, because we observed a slight bias towards shorter terms in the case 
of the HMM chunker. 
 
Technical Details and Evaluations for Our Participation in Task A of CALBC II 
First, we split the huge corpora into smaller slices in order to speed up the processing by massive 
parallelization. Then, we tokenized using Lingpipe's biomedical HMM tokenizer. The HMM chunker 
was applied separately for each semantic type we had trained it for. From this step, only a “begin-of-
term” marker was retained for each term chunk, which ensures that the dictionary-based term 
recognizer excludes matches containing them. The term recognizer used the following external 
dictionaries in addition to the terms we extracted from the CALBC training corpora (I and II): 
 
●UniProt for proteins and genes (prge): 826,901 terms (incl. CALBC terms) 
 
●PharmGKB for diseases (diso): 36,080 terms (incl. CALBC terms) 
 
●PharmGKB for chemical substances and drugs (ched): 43,997 terms1 (incl. CALBC terms) 
 
●NCBI Taxonomy (and own resources) for species (spe): 903,880 terms (incl. CALBC terms) 
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Table 1 contains an overview of the filtering effect of the HMM chunker on the output of the 
dictionary-based term recognizer. The mismatch between both methods is rather high for all 
categories, except for the recognition of species. However, in a 10-fold cross-validation experiment 
with the HMM chunker on the CALBC II training corpus using an exact boundary recognition 
criterion, recall, precision, and F1-measure were not as high as one would expect (see Table 2). One 
reason may be that a simple HMM model generally performs worse than what can be expected from 
techniques as Conditional Random Fields [7]. 
 
1 The ChEBI 3 star level database was not used for the submissions because of an unfortunate configuration 
error of our system. 
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Another reason may be that the term annotation in the harmonized corpus is not as consistent as it 
should be. We tried to roughly quantify this effect by using the following one-sense-per-abstract 
hypothesis [8]: for each abstract in the CALBC II training corpus, all token sequences of annotated 
terms were collected. Then, in the same (!) abstract we searched for occurrences of term token 
sequences that were not annotated as terms of the same type. Under the one-sense-per-abstract 
hypothesis each unannotated occurrence counts as a false negative. Table 3 gives an overview of 
how many missing terms we can expect for each semantic type. This corresponds roughly to the 
results in Table 2.  
 
 
Even if the one-sense-one-abstract hypothesis does not hold strictly (e.g. “in” should not be 
considered a protein in the whole abstract if it appears once as one), there is still room for 
improvement of document-wide harmonization of annotations (e.g. in one abstract 
“immunoglobulin” appears 6 times as a term, yet it is missed another 4 times). 
Table 4 contains our official results evaluated against the consensus annotation from the CALBC 
project partners. These results show that simple HMM filtering in combination with dictionary-based 
term recognition improves in particular in the case of the more difficult problems, namely the 
recognition of protein/genes and chemical substances. 
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